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Visit Birdair at Greenbuild, Booth #546
Don't miss Birdair at Greenbuild International Expo at the
Phoenix Convention Center, November 1113.

Battery Park City Ferry Terminal Wins
IFAI Award of Excellence

Representatives will be on hand at Cabot Corporation's Booth
#546 to discuss groundbreaking new Tensotherm™ with
Nanogel® – the world's first and only translucent insulated
composite membrane roofing system.
Tensotherm offers the same architectural beauty as other
tensile fabric membranes, but with the added benefit of a
featherlight translucent Nanogel insulation layer that prevents
loss of heated or cooled interior air. Diffused and glarefree
daylighting reduces electric lighting requirements, while
acoustic attenuation provides a quieter interior space. The
material's energy saving benefits can already be witnessed at
the Dedmon Center in Radford, VA, where Tensotherm has
demonstrated superior thermal performance even beyond
that of conventional roofing systems in the structure.

The Battery Park City Ferry Terminal
recently earned an IFAI Award of
Excellence in the Fabric Structures
category for its stunning tensioned
membrane canopy. Projects were
submitted in 28 categories and evaluated
for complexity, design, workmanship,

Learn more about the ways Tensotherm can contribute to

uniqueness and functionality. Birdair

LEED® certification when you pick up a copy of the new

served as roofing subcontractor for the

Tensotherm brochure at Greenbuild. Also visit

terminal – the largest of its kind in the US.

www.birdair.com, email sales@birdair.com or call 1800622
2246.

Birdair, Inc. is the leading specialty contractor of lightweight longspan roofing systems and tensile structures
throughout the world, providing designbuild solutions for architects and clients in all aspects of project design,
engineering, installation and maintenance. Lightweight longspan roofing systems and cable structures can be
attached to any building envelope and offer aesthetic and functional options to complement any exterior
design. Birdair, based in Buffalo, NY, is a member of the Taiyo Kogyo Group, with operations serving North
and South America and other international locations.
For more information about Birdair, call 18006222246 or visit www.birdair.com.

